**Keeping a Nature Journal**  
*Discover a Whole New Way of Seeing the World Around You*  
Clare Walker Leslie & Charles E. Roth

**A Trail Through Leaves**  
*The Journal as a Path to Place*  
Hannah Hinchman

**Sketching from the Imagination**  
*An Insight into Creative Drawing*

**The Laws Guide to Nature Drawing and Journaling**  
Written and Illustrated by John Muir Laws

**Nature Journaling for a Wild Life**  
*Finding Yourself in Nature*  
Roseann Beggy Hanson

**Field Sketches**  
*The Alaska Wildlife Almanac Through the Seasons*  
Mark D. Ross

**An Illustrated Life**  
*Drawing Inspiration from the Private Sketchbooks of Artists, Illustrators and Designers*  
Danny Gregory

**An Illustrated Journey**  
*Inspiration From the Private Art Journals of Traveling Artists, Illustrators and Designers*  
Danny Gregory

**How to Teach Nature Journaling**  
*Curiosity • Wonder • Attention*  
Mark D. Ross
**Comics and Sequential Art**  
*Principles and Practices from the Legendary Cartoonist*  
Will Eisner

**Understanding Comics**  
*The Invisible Art*  
Scott McCloud

**Making Comics**  
Linda Barry

**Cartooning**  
*Philosophy and Practice*  
Ivan Brunetti

**Drawn In**  
*A Peek into the Inspiring Sketchbooks of 44 Fine Artists, Illustrators, Graphic Designers, and Cartoonists*  
Julia Rothman

**The Writer’s Map**  
*An Atlas of Imaginary Lands*  
Edited by Huw Lewis-Jones. Progogue by Philip Pullman

**William D. Berry**  
*1954 - 1956 Alaskan Field Sketches*  
Compiled with Commentary by Elizabeth Berry

**Deneki**  
*An Alaskan Moose*  
Written and Illustrated by William D. Berry

**Fruggie**  
*A Hybrid Drawing Game*  
James Stugart Drawings, Etsy